







































































































































































































　　Ｘｊ ＝ δ (jk) χ jk 　　　　で
 δ (jk)=
   
 　ここで，C(jk)は j 番目のアイテムＸｊ中の k 番目のカテゴリーを表す。
   lj はアイテムＸｊのカテゴリーの数を表す。
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Artificially Generated Poorly Handwritten Kanji Letters and their Legibility.
WATANABE Yoichi, SARUTA Kazuki
　　We generated a set of artificial poorly-handwritten kanji letters. These artificial 
letters were generated by modifying a circumscribed rectangle of a block letter into a 
trapezoid. This simple linear modification of a global feature caused simultaneous 
modifications of local features of letters. And we examined the legibility of these 
artificial 40 letters, original 10 letters and 95 handwritten letters.  Seventeen 
university students rated the legibility of these letters, one of which was presented 
randomly at a time on a CRT display. To analyze the above data, we adopted Hayashi’
 s Quantification Method I: A multi regression analysis for categorical data with 9 
variables. As a result, the mean ratings of legibility corresponded very well to the 
prediction by these variables. The multiple correlation coefficient was 0.83. Partial 
correlation coefficients of variables suggested that the excess or insufficiency and the 
distortion of component lines affected the legibility strongly. In conclusion, this simple 
modification method of letters was confirmed to function as an efficent procedure to 
study letter recognition system.
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人工的悪筆文字作成による手書き文字評価の研究 ―― 渡邊・猿田
